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T

HE following investigation of the text of the Epistle of
James is an experiment made in the belief that a
thorough study of a strictly limited field in the great problem
of the text of the New Testament might lead to valuable results, and that a body of observed facts could be assembled
which would have permanent objective validity. The study
is incomplete, but the results so far attained have proved
interesting to the writer, and the present article is now published with the hope that others may be led to take up
similar investigations in limited fields.
The elaborate investigations and statistics on the text of
the New Testament published by Bernhard Weiss in the
Tate und UnterBUChtJ1111Jen are undoubtedly of much value,
but the method is not always easy to understand, and the
argument is not wholly convincing, while they are subject to
the obvious, though only partly justified, criticism, that it is
unsatisfactory to restrict the discUSBion arbitrarily to the
uncial manuscripts. They represent, however, the only important systematic attempt to set forth the fundamental
process of weighing the value of the several witnesses to the
text. Such a process underlay the work of Westcott and
Hort, and they ought to have given to the world the careful
lists and statistics which they made, in addition to the comlOS
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pact statements of results which are contained in Hort's Itttroduetion. But any one who makes the attempt will discover at
once why Dr. Hort was deterred from such an undertaking.
Even in cases where the evidence is clear and indisputable,
it is often impossible to make exact numerical statements
that can be depended on. Unimportant complications in the
state of the facts, the necessary subjectivity of the decision
in some of the cases, and the difficulty of attaining absolute
accuracy without an expenditure of time out of all proportion
to any possible value which might accrue in a matter where
only large differences of number can have any significanceall these things will inevitably unite to discourage the scholar
from venturing upon anything beyond a summary statement,
the weight of which will rest solely on the confidence which
other students have in his personal power of judging evidence correctly. Yet, if the results are to be permanently
convincing, some adequate statement of the evidence must
be made.
- In the following discussion perfect aocuracy is not claimed
for the statistics. The figures are presented as approximate
only, and it has been sought to make only such use of them
as their approximate character would justify. It has been
attempted to use as evidence only those judgments about the
nature of variants (for instance, in deciding whether a particular reading should be regarded as a deliberate emendation,
or as an error, or as probably the true reading) which would
seem likely to commend themselves to any scholar, and to
·treat doubtful matters as doubtful.
The textual problem of the New Testament has usually
been approached through those books in which the facts are
most complicated-and therefore most interesting. Would
it not be well to begin with the simpler aspects of the
problem and thence proceed to those which present greater
difficulties ? In the Epistle of James the problem is simplified
by the absence of representatives of the " Western text."
In the second century the book was so little known that the
earliest clear references to it are those of Origen ; it was not
used by Cyprian, and no version is known to have been made
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earlier than the fourth century. No witneas presents the
characteristic marks of the "Westem text" in any recognizable degree. At the same time the amount of evidence
for the text is large and varied. Further, the book is short.
enough for the material to be easily mastered and the facts
kept in mind, while the number of variants is sufficient to
provide an adequate body of facts for study. Tischendorf's
apparatus registers variation at about 885 points; and even
so it properly omits a large number of isolated and unimportant variants found in single minuscules and known from
published collations.
It may be added that the epistle must have had in the
third and fourth centuries & history somewhat distinct from
that of the other books of its group (the Catholic Epistles
and Acts), so that it is right in the first instance to study its
text without reference to the textual problems of those books.
The practical results to which the investigation of the
relative value of the witnesses to the text of James has thus
far led, and which are given more fully below, may be here
mentioned in brief. It will be observed that the study of
the versions is not complete.
1. No Ms. or version gives an untouched, "neutral," text
free from emendations. Therefore, "transcriptional probability," when it is clear, is a sufficient reason for rejecting
the testimony even of the best Ms.
2. Codex B, though not perfect, presents a better text
than any other Ms. or group of Mss. Hence, in cases where
evidence from transcriptional probability is indecisive, the
reading of Codex B is to be accepted, provided it can be
shown from some ancient witneas that the reading of B is
not a mere individual eccentricity, peculiar to B alone.
8. The genealogical relations of the other older uncials
and of the text underlying the Egyptian versions, and the
question of the "Alexandrian Text," are still obscure.
4. The " Syrian Text" of K L P and most minuscules contributes nothing to the formation of a correct text.
6. The Old-Latin version was made from a text closely
resembling that of B, but somewhat more emended.
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These results tend, so far as they go, to confirm the main
conclusions of the textual criticism of Tregelles, Westcott
and Hort, and B. Weiss. It is to be observed that they
apply only to the Epistle of James, and that many of the
questions now at issue in the text of other parts of the
New Testament do not arise here.

I.
1. Unciall.

AUTHORITIES

The following uncials contain James:
B
lC

A

c

Ot8 (~)
0166

K"

'I'
019 (S)

}cent. iv.

}oon~ v.
cent. vii.
}cent. viii or ix.

Kao
Lao
pac

}cent. i.x.

056
oua

} cent.

x.

Of the above no information is at hand concerning the text
of '1', 019, 056, 0142.
2. MimuculeB. Gregory's lists (Die griechiBchen HandBchriften deB Neuen TeBtamentB, 1908; Textkritik deB Ne'I.U/n
TeBtamenteB, iii. 1909) include 478 minuscules ranging in
date from cent. ix to cent. xviii, which contain, or may be
presumed to contain, James. Of these no less than 139 are
in the various libraries of Mt. Athos, 40 are in Paris, 89 in
Rome, 31 in London. Minuscules are referred to by the
numbers assigned in Gregory's latest list. The only minuscules known to be important are
88 (formerly t3ac), cent. ix or x.
69 (formerly 3lac), cent. XV (the Leicester codex).
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Others than these two doubtless exist which contain interesting remains of ancient texts not wholly eliminated by
conformation to the later standard. The present writer
hopes to secure collations of all the minuscules of James, and
would be grateful to any one who can furnish him with such
collations.!
3. Verlione.
question:

The following ancient versions come in

(1) Egyptian versions:
(a) Sahidic,
(b) Akhmimic,
(c) Middle Egyptian,
(d) Bohairic ;
(2) Ethiopic version ;
(3) Syriac versions:
(a) Peshitto,
(b) Harclean,
(c) Palestinian;
( 4) Armenian version ;
( 5) Latin versions :
(a) Old-Latin :
ff. Cod. Corbeiensis,
s. Cod. Bobiensis,
m. Speculum;
(b) Vulgate.
Not all of these versions are at present accessible in trustworthy editions. In the present study it has been possible
to include only the Latin and Boh~iric versions.
4. Fathere. Early patristic quotations from James are
meagre, and do not contribute much to the establishment of
the text. Later quotations have not yet been sufficiently
studied to clear up the later history of the text.
l Since the above was written I have received from Mr. Martin Sprengllng,
of the University of Chicago, collations of all the Mse. of James at Jeruulem,
Mt. Atbos, Serres, and Koslnltza.
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II. TBB INDIVIDUAL CHABAOT:BB 011' TBB CBI.D
AUTHOBlTI:BB

NOTB. -In the following discussion the numbers are in
nearly all cases only appro:rimau, even when the word
"about" has not been prefixed. They are, however, sufficiently accurate and complete to form a basis for the inferences here drawn.

1. oot~n B.
Codex B, as will be shown below, has been adopted by all
recent critical editors as the main basis of their text. It is
probably the oldest Greek Ms. of James.1 A thorough examination of the peculiarities of B by a competent philologist
is perhaps the most pressing need of New Testament textual
criticism at the present day.
B is written with many errors (1.g. Jas. 2 e "JurrtU),
and has many noteworthy spellings ('·I· 8 u epe.81411, 8 ts
epe..Saa.,), in which a certain degree of consistency seems to
have been observed, as if it represented a definite formal recension of the text.•
It is notoriously characterized throughout the New Testament by many omissions of single words or short phrases
found in other types of text and even in other Mss. of the
same type. Thus out of 88 cases in which at and B are at
variance, 29 are oases of omission in B. On the other hand,
the other older uncials very seldom omit words or phrasea
found in B.
The following are \he OD17 0&181 oblemld where other lll.u. omit words
founcliD B:

1' om.
111

"'ate

om." [wllw,~&~&

8TOM.

7'•A

~tom.

"'atA

C {CGttttM)

• Ezra Abbot, ' On the ComparatlYe Antiquity of \he SIDaltlo aDd VatlcaD
Jlan118Cl'i)M of the Greek Blble,' ln CrUicGZ EIM!.JI1 1888, pp. 1~1M.
• BoUII8t, 'Textkritlache Studien zum Neuen Teltament' ( T~ •fiCI
Ununucllu11gen, :11. ~). 1894, pp. 102-110.
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4 u ona. • [a.,..,._ .A (,_,_)
4 u 0t11. '"'A
6 ' Otll. ICCU A
6 10om. n A CK8 ltL
6U

ont. 111W CM8

If we disregard purely orthographic and unessential grammatical details, B is in James decidedly more free from deliberate emendation than any other known document. This is
shown by the following evidence :
(a) When B stands alone among all uncials, it is in most
instances wrong; but only the following four out of thirteen
such readings seem fairly to be classed as due to emendation
(other than orthographic or grammatical), and of these the
first two may very possibly give the right reading after all:
1 za upoatr~» p.o110'11 for p.o110'11 upoa:r~»
2 8 fT'rfi(J' 'I ~&a.IJo'll "" for fT'rfi(J' e~&a 'I ~&Jw
2 j6 om. "ftJP
4 14 nurrtJtT8e 'f'fJ'

G'IIP'fl'll (

ft'M

TO, TG)

The following Ia a complete lJA of the other CUM of

fm1f1

kind whue B

ll&anda alone among unoiala. Tbe7 are either the true reading, or due to
aooiden~ error, or CUM In which no clear cleollion call be reaohecl from the

ln&emal mdenoe of the readlnp.
1 t om. o [ C13cXcflor
1 U OtR. Cll.,-011 (CIIW"WMrO
1 • XCIIN_, for XClX&N'YIII'Ytl•

t' Otll.

011

8 ' + 1"111 ( .,..,\ucCII.,.CII
8 t ICa6ufTCII& {CIT' u8&trTCII1"M
8 H cpc&lut.•
8 It cpcllc&CII
4 I 3CIIW"""JJ"..,..
4 •• 0t11. " [Ponr
6 u om. o [npu~r
6 1• 0t11. 1"011 ICIIp1D11
6 111 + ...-ov [«Ill& «IIWio/la

On the other hand, when the other older uncials stand
alone among uncials, they show many demoDBtrable emendations ; 4 thus :
• Tbe numben are of

srammar Ia not lnoladed.

COUl'l8

approximate, and mue orthographJ and
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M 21 emendations out of 28 Ruch singular readings,
A 23 emendations out of 43 such singular readings,
C ( f of epistle) 5 emendations out of 12 such singular
readings;
while B bas but 4 emendations out of 13 such singular
readings.
(6) When the groups B M, B A depart from other uncials,
there is no case where the group containing B offers a tolerably clear emendation. The group B C does show four small
and somewhat doubtful emendations, viz. :
B C 1 ~ ~ta.p&a,] Ea.IM'Ov for a.vTov
214 om. TO[~>..~
2 16 om. TO [ ol/>f~
2 19. ( o) 8E~ fO'TW for fO'T'" o 8~
On the other band groups not containing B, viz. : MA, AC,
show a fair number of clear emendations, e.g.
lC A 2 11 fJ(I(I,>..aa.tt;
2 20 liUpa.
2 22 fTVJifP"(f'
4 9 p.eTa.O'TfH14niT0>
A C 8 t O'II'OV a.JI fJov"A.fJTa.&
The group MC appears only once agaill8t B A, and In that Instance (1 ' om .
.,.,) the reading of MC eeems t.o be an accidental error.

A complete examination of all the readings of B and their
relationships will show that the text of B, while not perfect
(perfection would imply something like a miracle), is on the
whole the best text of James. Where detectable emendations
are present in the text of the older uncials, the variant readings found in B evince themselves as corrupt less often than
those of any other witness or group. No group among the
uncials, and no group including uncials and early versions, is
superior to B, provided B is supported by any other credible
witness.
The authority nearest in text to B is the Old-Latin ff,6
I Substantially the same Greek text ae tb&t of ff Is exhibited in the LMin
excerpta of the Speculum (m). The Vulgate differs more from B. Whereat
ff departs from B in but 21 out of 129 significant loci of variation, the Vulgate
dep&rta from B in 86 of these.
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which is discll88ed below. It stands much closer to B than
does lC. It is, however, inferior to B, and in at least
14 instances the text of ff shows emendations which it
shares with other uncials, but from which B is free. In no
single case (omitting eccentricities where B has no Greek
support whatever) has ff (with ace A K L P, etc.) preserved
a reading clearly preferable to that of B. The text of
ff is thus next to B in value. The adhesion of ff
strengthens the argument for any reading ; but ff does
not, in fact, unite with any other witness to form a group
superior to B al.
The text of the ancient base of Codex P was also closely
related to B.
The outcome of these facts is that we have in B a text
whose ancestry was kept free from the influence of much
of the emendation which_was practiced in the third and
fourth centuries. Further, those who determined its character seem for some reason regularly to have preferred the
•horUr readings. By this practice they were probably preserved from adopting some emendations (which habitually
enlarge), while on the other hand they were led to perpetuate
some errors. The resemblance of the text of ff to that of B
is due to the fact that the ancestor of ff was translated from a
text (of a date not later than about 800 A. D.) which likewise
had received but little emendation, although it bad been exposed to some influences which did not touch the ancestry
of B.
2. Other older uncial•.
Non. -In the following eumlnatlon of lC A C the abeence of C In ·
Ju. 4 t-fln. makes it neceasary to divide the eplatle Into two parts and to
treat the two dlvialona separately. In statlatlcs relating to the second division (4t-fln.) readings are not counted In which the nriatton 11 a peculiarity
of one single uncial.

(1) Codex Sinaiticus.

ac.
88 times

Differs from B
of which:
longer reading is in lC
shorter "
" " "·
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mere orthographic or grammatical difterenoe 15 times
lC wholly alone

" supported only by minusoulee or versions

12 "
16 "

28
Of theae !8 cue~ all appear to be wroug. Abont 7 are errora (all 1m one
beiDg unique readinp of M); Ule nlllt are emenclatlona.

B ac alone among Greek Mss.

4 times

Two of dulle are Ule noteworth7 re1M11Dp
ln .,.,..... •~"-,..'1'01

6 ' ....,.,..,,._
lD both of which B lC probably han the true

readblc·

B ac with only m.inusoule support
B lC against A C (11-4 t)

of which : B ac probably right
doubtful
Of Ule doubtful

cue~

8 are IIDa1l ohanpe of order, I are mere i!pelUDg.

B Magainst A al. ( 4 a-fin.)
of which: B M probably right
""wrong
doubtful
Of the doubtful

cue~

5 times
10 "
5 "
5 "
about 11 times

'1 "
1"
8 "

2 are ~mall ohaDpe of order.

It thus appears that M shares with B some freedom from
emendations which have intluenced other uncials, but that
B ac do not oonstitute a well-marked group among the older
uncials. lC is more emended than B ; and (whether in consequence of that, or partly through a different deliberate
purpose on the part of those who controlled its ancestry) it
is not so strongly affected by the preference for the shorter
reading.
(2) Codex Ale:z:andrinus. A.
Differs from B about
11'1 times
of which:
longer reading in A
85 "
shorter
"
" "
9 "
A wholly alone
18
" supported only by minuscules or versions 81

"
"

I
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Of t.he 44 Clll88 In which .A hu no uncial mpport, 86 l88lll by lntemal
e'rideDCe to be probably wrong, 9 are do11btfal ; t.he great majority of tb8
prot.bly wrong rer.d.lDp are to be cluled u emend&tlou, 'bllt perha~ 8 are

tbouPU.. errom.
The most striking fact about A is ita connection with
Codex 88 (formerly 18ac; cent. ix or x). The mutilated
condition of 83 makes complete statistics impossible, but out
of about 155 readings of Cod. 88 given by Tregelles ( <hui
!l'utament, 1865) 92 show agreement of Cod. 88 with A. The
relationship is still more clearly shown by the following instances in which the readings of A 38 stand with no uncial,
and but little minuscule, support :
111 '"'"'a.fJt~~,., for -o11
119 ICGI f!trf'O) for ftrf'O) Bf
1 21 wepuro-wp.q. for wepwo-euJ•
2 8 + ,.., .,• .,
2 1 ICtU for Ollie
2 11 f"/0011 for "ff"/0'114'1
2 13 '"'"'41UWX.a.o-8• for ~«~'ra.~ecwxa..,.t~~
2 16 ~et~~ e'7Tfl for e'"11 Be
8 8 ,wra.,.,o,o 411T'Q)'II for a.WQJ'II ,wra.,.,opo
8 9 "ff"/Wf'JpoGW for "ff"'O'IIO'ra.tl
4: 11 a.&*' p.ou a.~~'IM.• for a.U'IM." a.&*'
413 om. ae'
5 8 f'll 'll'f!PtU~ •xa..,.~ for e11 eo-xa..,.t~~~ 'll'fiH'W
61oom. M/kn
5 18 e&t~ef!'ll W'TOJI for c&.~ef!'ll 'rO'II wro• or W'f'OJI c&taJ~
Such a set of readings as 2 10,
'lr~'IPGJO"a.tl 'r'IP'IO""
88
.,~'IPGJO""
A
'r'IP'10"11
B ac C ff vg
'r'IP'IO""
K L P,
where c,onftation is apparent, is also of much interest.
For statistics about 88 see below.
The peculiar common readings of A 88 are nearly all due
to deliberate emendation, and would seem to belong to a definite recension. May not the concurrence of A 88 rep~nt
the text of Heaychius ? 88 contains the LXX prophets
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(Holmes and Parsons 198) in a text which may be Hesychian
( cf. Swete, Introduction to the Old Tutament in Greek, p. 80).

(8) Codex Ephraem.
of the epistle.)
Differs from B

C.

(Jas. lt-4 2, about two thirds
48 times

In this proportion the number for the whole epistle would be 751.
Ju. lt-4 I differs from B 49 Umee, and ln the whole epistle 88 times.

ac

Of which:
longer reading in C
" "
shorter "

In

13 times

C wholly alone
C supported only by minuscules or versions

4

"

8
9

"

Of thMe 17 cues where C hu no unclalaupport, about 8 are probably
emendat.lona, 8 are thougbtle. errors.

C thus shows characteristics almost exactly parallel to
those of ac.
(4) Codex Patiriensis. 018 (::1). Jas. 4t4-5 20, palimpsest.

In this portion of James occur 20 variant loci. In 10 of
these 018 stands opposed to the unanimous testimony of
lC A B (C being deficient), but in 9 of the others it agrees
with one or more of these older uncials. It shows no strong
tendency to agree with K L P, or with any special type of
text a8 yet distinguishable.
018 was formerly at Rossano in southern Italy, but bears
no sign of having originated in the West. It probably represents a type of text current in the East, possibly at some
locality other than Alexandria. Sanday correctly describes
it as " codd. ac A C P non multo diflimilem."
·
(5) Corrector of Codex Sinaiticus. ate.
ate (cent. vii) has evidently made his laborious corrections
in order to bring lC into harmony with some current standard
text. So far as James is concerned, nothing is known which
would forbid the view that this standard was the Cmsarean
text of Pamphilus, as is suggested by the well-known colophon introduced by aco at the close of Esther. The corrector
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used a standard which seems to have been much like C, although the number of available instances in James is too
small for certainty. It was more like A than like B, and as
much like P as like A. It had no special resemblance to the
text of K L P, except as that agrees with older uncials.
With at it is not easy to compare it, because it cannot be assumed that the standard always agreed with at in those cases
where the corrector has left no mark. Of readings unsupported by an uncial the corrector has introduced practically
none in James. The text used by ate was one of many eclectic texts; whether it has special historical significance has
not at present been determined.

3. Later uncial1: K L P.
Of the text of 'I' and Ot9 (formerly Sac), both being uncial
Mss. of cent. viii or ix, nothing is known ; for 056 and OlU
(both of cent. :x) the accessible collations are inadequate.
The uncials K L P, all of cent. i:x, offer the earliest attestation of the text which prevails among later Mss. From the
readings attested by two of the three Mss. K L P, the Textus
Receptus ( ed. Stephen, 1550) departs in only 28 instances.
Of these 9 are either of trifling importance or are obvious
accidental errors on the part of K L, leaving only 19 readings to be considered in reconstructing from those four
authorities the genuine text of the Antiochian recension.
Such a reconstruction, however, it is not worth while to
attempt until a complete apparatus of the readings of all
the minuscules has been assembled. In the meantime a
sufficiently close approximation to the true text of this
recension can be reached, by assuming that the agreement
of any two of the three ninth-century uncials gives the reading of the recension. The amount of error introduced by this
assumption will not be sufficient to affect the general conclusion reached.
The readings of this later text fall into two groups,
(1) those which are not attested by any older uncial or by
the Old-Latin, Vulgate, or Syriac version, (2) those which
are so attested. Of the first class there are in James only
about 32 instances. Of these are
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internally doubtful
errors
emendations

10
8
19

82
The emendations were made for fullness, clearness, grammatical and orthographical improvement, etq. Among the most
, noteworthy are
2 1 2 9 8 1 omission of -p.- in '11'fHH"OWOXf1tL't14t X'1JL'topc6o.
ID 1 ' 1 u K L P are II1JI'P(II'toed in Wa nadiDc bJ C.
2 18 "for x•P''
2 H + 'r'OWIIJI
8 12 o11&1'"' '1I'Yf'l'1 oXII•o• '"" "fXII.v for 01/ft ( al. ou&) oXv•o•
"fXII.v.

4 " & " ' for at A B K •cu, 018 &, perhaps a conflation of
two readings.
No reading of this text without other uncial support has
any strong internal probability of genuineness. But it is
also evident that no considerable part of this text came
into existence later than the fifth century.
The readings of the other clasa, in which the text of K L P
is supported by older authorities, do not, when wrong, differ
in eesential character from those just discussed. Thus:
112 X~"' CKLP
4 ' I'O''X.O' " ' I'O'XoX£8« at K L P, for I'O'X~
61 + wrov AKLP
K L P do not show any close affiliation with any one, or
with any group of two, of the older uncials, but their ancestor appears to have had rather more readings in common
with A than with any other older Ms. They agree least
often with B.
Whether, aa commonly supposed, the agreement of K L P
with older uncials is due to contamination of the ancestry of
these older Mss. (cent. iv and v) from the Antiochian recension of the beginning of the fourth century, cannot be determined from the study of the text of James. It is equally
poasible that the agreement is due to the fact that the texta
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of the several older uncials and that of K L P drew alike
frOm a common body of current variants. The fact that,
when K L P agree with one older uncial against the others,
the reading is in nearly every case wrong, would merely
prove that the authors of this recension consistently followed wrong principles of judgment about the readings
which they found in existence, and so accumulated false
readings.•
With regard to the MBB. K L P taken individually, the
investigations of Weiss seem to show that no reading attested
by one of them alone (or with very little minuscule support)
against all other uncials is probably genuine. There is reason
for thinking that L is perhaps the truest of the three to the ·
type of the recension.
P stands by itself. In many instances it departs from
K L, and agrees with older uncials, and in such oases often
has the right reading. It is evidently the descendant of a
Ms. of the type of B MA C into which had been introduced
by correction a large part, but not the whole, of the readings
of the Antiochian text. The result is a mixture, in which
the two elements can be easily separated, and in which the
readings not derived from the Antiochian recension are often
correct.
• Weill, Die I:Gtholi~Chn Brlefe, pp. 156, 78 f., holda that many of the
fa1ae readiDgB ·of MAC oome from the emeuded ten eeen In K L P, on
the ground that theee readiDgB have a homopneoua character, but his arga,ment Ia too nbjectlve to be oonvlnciDg. Hort, I~~~rocJ.aloa, pp. 161 f., ooncelvee that whereu it may weU be that M Ia not i""uenced by the " Syrian"
reoeDilon, but only "analogous In oompoeltlon " to It, A and C have a ten
oont&IDlng a dilt1nct " S;yrlan " element. But In James, at leut, there Ia no
meaoa of proviDg that A and C dlt!er In thla respect from at Unleu oertaln
readiDgB can be ehown to have orlglllated with the Antloohlan reviaera, or
nnl.- the great number of Antlochian readiDgB In any Ma. betr&JBltAI ance..
W,y, there eeema no poeltlve reuon for a..umlng direct Influence In the cue
of early Mea. The 1'8111ilt of direct but Incomplete Influence h7 the Antlochlan
reoeDilon on an older ten can be inatructlvelyltUdied In P, 88, and 69. The
11p0radic nature of the agreement of MAC indlvldnally with K L P apeab
apiDR rather than for the view of Weill and Hort. The cue of A In the
Golpela (Hart, p. 16i) Ia dlt!erent, and might 18l'Ve aa an argument for
Ull1llllng IOID8 degree of clUeot Antloohian lnfluenoe In other parte of
that MI.
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The affinities of K L P are clearly shown by the following
statistics :
P departs from K L
Of which:
P agrees with B
" "
" no uncial
" "
" at
" A
" "

"
"

"
"

" c
" "

P B agree against all other uncials
Pat
"
"
" " "
PA "
"
" " "
PC "
"
" " "

66 times

41

"
"

11

80 "
81 "
14 "
6
11
3

"
"
"
2 "
3 "

The ancestor of P into which the Antiochian recension
was corrected was thus a good Ms. which bore much closer
resemblance to B than to any other extant uncial.
4. Mintuculu.
The only minuscules which are thoroughly known are

88

~formerly 18ae), cent. ix or x.
69 (formerly 8180), cent. xv, the Leicester codex.

The readings of both of these are accurately given by
Tregelles, Greek Teatament. The Mss. are both to be
classed with P, as containing many readings which have
survived from ancestors into which the Antiochian recension
was incompletely introduced by correction.
The facts are as follows :

88 departs from K L P (or from two of them) 78 times
Of which:
88 agrees with no uncial
" "
" A

"

"

"

"
"

"
"

"

"
"

B

"

p

"

at

c

20
48
21
27
20
20
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69 departs from K L P (or from two of them) 88 times
Of which:
69 agrees with no uncial
18 "
B
9 "
" " "
ac
9 "
" " "
A
8
" " "
"

"
"

"

"

" pc
"

7

10

"
"

It thus appears that the ancient base of 88 was very closely
related to A, but not specially akin to any other older uncial ;
and that the base of 69 was an eclectic text about equally near
to all the older uncials. Survivals of the ancient text are to
be found in less degree in other minuscules.7 But it hardly
seems likely that any genuine readings in James have been
preserved in minuscules only, and such a reading, if it existed, would be recognizable only in a minuscule which was
positively known to contain a considerable element of ancient
readings not conformed to the Antiocbian or any other late
standard. The Textus Receptus was drawn from two or
more Mss. (one being Codex 2) taken at random, not critically chosen for their text, but both Erasmus and the Complutensian editors present substantially the text of K L P.
5. Latin verlicmt.
(1) Old-Latin.
ff. Codex Corbeiensis, cent. ix.
m. Speculwm P1eudo-Attg'Uitini.
Excerpt.s from the Scriptures, perhaps made In cent. tv, and
preaerved iD several MM., of which the best is of cent. vW or lx.
Includes 29 veraes of James.

s. Codex Bobiensis, cent. v or vi.
(2) Vulgate.
In the following dlscll88ion Codex Amlatinua (c. 716 A.D.) Ia provisionally
taken aa representing the Vulgate.
'

The extraordinarily numerous variations found in the text
of the Old-Latin Bible were due largely to differences of local
Latin usage and to caprice, but probably also in some measure
T Hort,

IntroduaiOfl, pp. 1M f., 166.
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to learned revisions similar to that which produced the Vul-

gate, and were effected with the aid of Greek copies. In
James, ft' is substantially a pure Old-Latin text, not mixed
with Vulgate readings,8 but its close kinship with the copy
which was corrected in order to make the Vulgate is shown by
the abundant agreement of ft' and V g, not ouly in vocabulary,
but especially in the structure of sentences and the order of
words. t With these inferences corresponds the fact that
Chromatius of Aquileia (t c. 406), the friend of Jerome,
uses the Latin version of James found in ft',lo and that the
ouly probable allusion to James in the writings of Ambrose
agrees with ft' against V g. The date of the version found in
ft' is thus not later than cent. i v. n Sanday ( Studia Biblica,
i. 1885, p. 258) thinks ft' a local recension of North-ltalian
origin. 12
The Latin version found in m (Speculum Pseudo-A~in')
is substantially that of Priscillian (Spain, t 385). It stands
farther removed from both ft' and V g than they do from each
other, but presents complicated relationships to these two. It
is believed by Sanday to represent "a late African text," that
is, "an African base ... corrupted partly by internal development and partly by the admission of European readings." 18
There is no sufficient evidence that m and ft' rest upon two
independent translations of James into Latin. 1' On the con1

Wordsworth, Stvdia .BibUca, l. pp. 126 f.
Sanday, Studia .Biblica, l. pp. 268 f.
10 Cbromattua, Tracl. in e11. S. Mauh. lx. 1, xlv. 1; quoted in full b:J
Wordsworth, &udia .Biblica, i. p. 186.
u Heer, D~ "erato laUraa du Barraaba~brltfu, 1908, pp. xlv f., thinks that
t.he translation of Barnabas contained In the Codex CorbeleJll!.a was made
after Tertulli&n and before Cyprian and Novatlan, and points out t.h&t in
t.he version of James the use of taltJart, together with ot.her indications,
auggeeta a aomewhat late date.
JS P. Thielmann, ..drchl" /flr lattinllcht Ltzikographte, vill. 1898, p. 602,
holds t.h&t ff Ia probably of African origin.
II Sanday, Ola~rical Bevitw, lv. 1800, pp. 414-411; Studia Bibllca, 1. pp.
244 ff.
It Sanday, Old-Latill Biblfcal Tem, No. n. 1887, p. cclv; cf. Studla
.Biblica, I. pp. 260, 259. Wordsworth's view (Studia Biblica, i. pp. 133 f.)
that ff, Vg, m, and the quotations in Jerome's writings represent four dlatin"'
tranalatlou Ia wholly untenable.
t
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trary, the identity of the Greek text underlying the two, as
exhibited below, points to a single original translation, which
has been modified in the interest of Latin style and local
usage, and not in order to conform it to current Greek Mss.
Since sufficient allowance of time must be made for the
divergence of m and ff, the patristic evidence from the latter
part of the fourth century shows that the original translation of James into Latin was made certainly not later than
850 .A.D.16
That James was translated into Latin separately from
other books (and probably later) is indicated by the peculiarities of the version itsel£,18 by the unique phenomenon of
its inclusion with patristic treatises in Cod. Corbeiensis (ff),1'1
and also by the complaint of Augustine 18 at the unusual
badness of the translation of James, as well as by the fact
that Cassiodorus, who in other cases took the Old Latin as
the basis of comment in his Oomplexione• i-n epiltolaB et acta
apottolorum et apocalypBin, in James found it best to use the
Vulgate form .19
The Latin version found in s is so close to V g that it is a
question whether it ought not to be classed as a Vulgate Ms.
(so Hort, Appendix, p. 83). It differs from Codex Amiatinus of the Vg scarcely more than Codex Fuldensis does, but
is nearer to Am than to Fu. On the ground of resemblances
to the Latin version used by Fulgentius of Ruspe ( t 583)
and Facundus of Ermione (t c. 570) White surmises that the
elements in s which are divergent from the Vulgate "represent a stream of late African text." z
Jerome probably revised the Latin version of the Acts and
11 Hllary of Poitiers, De trin. lv. 8, writing In the Greek East In 866--358,
eeems to make his own translation of J u. 1 n (Zahn, Grundriu dtr Guch!chU
du neutenamentlichtn Kanou, p. 68).
18 Westcott, Canon of eM New Tutamene,T pp. 270 f. The cue with.
2 Peter Is slmllar; cf. Westcott, l.c. pp. 269 f.
IT Zabn, Guchichet du ntutue. Kanou, l. p. 824.
18 .Augustin., Beerace. U. 82, Adiuvant (•c. Augustine's adnoeaeionu, now
lost) ergo allquid, nisi quod ipeam epistolam, quam legebamus quando lata
dlct&vl, non dlligeuter ex Graeco habebamus interpretatam.
It Cf. Zabn, ibid.
tO Old L<uln Biblical Ttz~•, No. IV. 1897, p. ui.
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epistles, in 884-885 A.D., as he bad that of the gospels in
383 A.D., but his revision of the former books was superficial
and imperfect; it "does not represent the critical opinion of
Jerome, even in the restricted sense in which this is true of
the text of the Gospels." 11 It is noteworthy that in Jerome's
own quotations from James he does not follow the Vulgate.•
With regard to the Greek text underlying the several
forms of the Latin version of James the following may be said.
(1) The text of ff is of the same type as that of the older
Greek uncials, and resembles B in particular more closely
than does any Greek Ms. In 129 loci where variation is
attested by Greek uncial Mss., it is possible to determine the
Greek text underlying ff. In only 21 of these does the text
of ff differ from B. 21 From at it differs at least twice as
many times, and from A and C still more often. It shows no
affinity to the text of K L P.
The 21 cases of divergence may be classified as follows:
Eccentricities of B
8
Emendations in ff
15
Error
" "
1
Doubtful
2
21

It thus appears that ff shows a text considerably more
emended than that of B. These emendations are in agreement with readings of one or another of the uncials, but
show no particular relation to any one of them.
The following readings of ff are of special interest :
1t7 vd modicum obumbrationu, cf. B at '1 T~ tJ'Irocr"uw/MioTOt;.
tl Westcott, 'Vulgate,' in Smith, Dice. Blble, p. M79, cf. p. 3460; cf.
J. Wordsworth, Studia Biblica, I. p. 128, H. J. White, • Vulgate,' in H&HInga, !XU. Bible, lv. pp. 874, 883.
II Wordsworth, l.c., p. 134.
II In addition to theee I have noted 5 ca&ee (4 being omJ..I.ona) where
the only Greek su.pport of 1f Ia one (or a very small number) of the mluWJ.culea. These C8l'le8 may well be due to careleaan-, or freedom, on the p&R
of the translator. Similarly, certain ca&ee where 1f Ia only su.pported by
nmlona are not Included in the above oount.
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2 18 tu operam laabu ego fidem laabeo, an unfortunate, and
unique, emendation.
5 ~ animam cl6 morte eua, cf. B ( tantum) YVX"'" a 8tJIItJTov
tJ11T011.

(2) The Greek text underlying m is substantially the
same aa that of ff. It agrees with ff in 34 cues where there
are attested Greek variants, and differs from it in only 13.
Of these 13, 7 (isolated, or nearly isolated, aberrations) are
probably due to error in m, not to underlying Greek text, 1
probably is due to such error in ff. In the remaining 5 caaes
ff and Vg (Cod. Amiat.) agree against m; but these cases are
not sufficient in number or character to justify any inference.
(3) The Greek text underlying Vg is largely the same as
that of ff and m. The facts are aa follows:
Cases noted where variation actually found
among Greek uncials would show in the
about 180
Latin translation Ill
Among these :
ff and Vg agree
about 102 times
28 "
" " " differ
"
In these 28 cases Vg is supported 8 times by B, always by
one or more uncials, but only twice by the text of K L P
against the older uncials.
The cue is similar with m, which covers in its excerpts
only a portion of the epistle.
about 40
Significant cases
27 times
m and Vg agree
13 "
" " " differ
Among these 13 cases Vg is supported by C in 5 out of
6 possible instances ; by B ac in 7 cases; but only once by the
text K L P against the older uncials.
• In tbJa enumeration are omitted &t least 2 caaea wbere 1f and Vg agree
against &II nnci&la with support only from & Greek minUBCule or from nrBlona; &lao 8 caaea where ff hu no unci&! support, and 9 cues where Vg hu
no nnci&l support. Moat of these are probably due to the LaUD tranal&tor
and revlllerB, not to any Greek ftl'i&DL In any cue they are too few to &flee'
the be&ring of the evidence.
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The general inferences to be drawn from these facta are
plain. (1) Since these three forms of the Latin version go
back to substantially the same Greek text, it is highly unlikely that they represent two independent translations. As
between ff and m later influences from current Greek texts
have not been at work to any considerable extent to draw
them apart, for even in their present late form they show an
almost identical underlying Greek text. Their many mutual
divergences are internal to the Latin version, and do not
represent Greek variants.
(2) On the other hand, while the Vulgate is clearly a
revision of a Latin text closely like ff, the Greek text which
it represents differs somewhat from both ff and m; the greater
part of these differences are doubtless due to the learned revision of Jerome.
(8) The third-century Greek source of this Latin translation may have contained original readings not preserved in
any extant Greek Ms., but it would be unsafe to accept any
readings on Latin evidence only, so long as there were a possibility of explaining them as idiosyncrasies of the translator
or of a Latin reviser.
6. Bohairic

t~erBitm.

The Bohairic version, as found in the text of Horner's edition, clearly belongs with the text of B at A C, and shows no
kinship to that of K L P. But it betrays no special relation
to any one, or to any group, of the older uncials. It is another eclectic text parallel to at, A, and C.

Ill.

HISTORY OF THE TEXT, AND
AUTHORITIES

UsE

OF THE

1. Hutory.
Of the four types of text dlstlngulsbed by Westcott and Bon the "Western text" drops out in James. The book W8ll too little known in the second
century to suffer the textual alteration which then befell other parta of the
New Testament ; and neither can any witness or group of witnesses be called
"Western," nor does any series of readings clearly exhibit the special characteristics of that text. The other three types are easily dl.stiDguished. The
"Syrian text " 18 represented by the ninth-century unciala K L (P) and by
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themaa of minuscules; the "Neutral ten" by B a.nd ff; the "Alexandrian
ten" by at A C a.nd the Bohairic version. A study of these groupe leads,
however, to a aomewhat difterent statement of their relations from that made
by W H. It Ia to be borne in mind that the following observations relate
aolely to the Epistle of James, taken by itaelf, without reference even to the
other Catholic epistles.

The outlines of the history of the text of James can be
made out as follows :
At the date when the Epistle of James first comes clearly
to light, early in the third century, the explicit statements
of Origen • show that the text of the New Testament bad
already fallen into much confusion, and that many variant
readings were in circulation. In the text of James we have
from the fourth century direct evidence (B at, ff m Vg) of a
great number of variants, and from these the many other variants attested by fifth-century witnesses (A C Ota, Peshitto)
do not differ in any essential character. These early variants, in existence before 500 A.D., but for which the precise
date of origin cannot be determined, are mostly due to more
or less deliberate emendation. Accidental errors, however,
also occur. These latter are, indeed, more common in earlier
than in later Mss., for in the later texts the process of careful copying naturally tended to eliminate obvious errors.
Of the authorities, no one is "neutral," in the strict sense
of being wholly free from these emendations, although this
is more nearly true of B than of any other document.• Nor
is it possible to isolate any single and distinct " Alexandrian
text," of the sort which Westcott and Hort believed to have
proceeded from a learned and skillful hand at or before the
beginning of the third century.27 What we have is rather a
great mass of early emendations, most of them, it is true,
found in Alexandrian documents ( B at A C, Cyril, Bohairic),
but equally present in Ot8 (which is not known to be connected with Alexandria), the Vulgate, and the Peshitto.
• Oomm. '" Maull. tom. xv. 14. "'" ~~ 3,'-ol'6rt ~ro>.A1) "'ffro,., ~ ,.14,

.r,..

.r,..

3U&tf>op4,
cld /Hf.Bupltt.s ,.,,c'i), "'/pa~w,,
All"~ 1"6Ap..,. ,.,,c'i),
poxe,pis ,.f)s 3tOp8cll.r•wr ,.ci), "'fpo.tf>opiN,,
ml cld ,.c'i), ,.A le&wOts 3uo0,-e&
b 1"V 3tOp8cll.r•t ll"ptW1"t8iWIIIJI. ~J11"tiiJI.
• Nen to B in thla respect stands the Old-Latin ff •
.., See Hort'a aw.tement in Gregory, Teztlcritik, U. p. 919.
4rrt'Y~"

.r,..
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From this store of readings, genuine, emended, and erroneous, the several documents evidently drew according to
individual taste and preference, and thus produced a number
of eclectic texts. The recension of Heaychius of Alexandria
(t 812) is historically attested,• but has not as yet been satisfactorily identified among the readings of our documents for
James. The same is to be said of the recension of Pamphilus of Cmsarea ( t 309), although this may perhaps be
represented in parts by the corrections of Me. The common
readings of A 83 seem to point to the deliberate recension of
some definite editor (Heaychius ?).
The only influential recension of the text of James which
can be traced with any confidence is that represented by the
ninth-century uncials K L P, by the Textus Receptus, and
probably by most minuscules. From the analogy of other
parts of the New Testament where evidence from the Antiochian fathers is more abundant,81 it may be assumed that
in James also this text goes back to the fourth century and
to Antioch, and the conjecture which associates it with
the recension of Lucian of Antioch (t 811) is very likely
correct. 81
This recension became the prevailing text of the Greek
church, superseding all others, and many Mss. must have
been corrected to conform to it. A good idea of what such
a Ms. would be like may be gained from the present state of
ac, to which an analogous process of correction ·has been applied. The result, however, was that in many linea of textual transmission a part only of the Antiochian readings were
introduced; and accordingly, when such Mss. as P and
many minuscules (notably 88 and 69) were copied, a large

,er,.

parolip. ,· Apol. contra B~"""'• ii. lil6; De
em~.; Decretum Gelasianum, vi. 14, 16.
See Bousaet, • Textkritlsche Studien zum Neuen Testament ' ( Tme •Rd
lTnler.uchungen, Jd.4), 1894.
• Bousaet, 'Textkrlt!sche Studlen zum Neuen Testament • ( Tme •nd
lTI&terluchungen, Jd. 4), 1894, pp. 44-78; cf. esp. pp. 71-78.
Ill The quotations from James In Chrysoetom yield no result for textual
criticism.
81 Westcott and Hort, Inwoductton, p. 188.
• Jerome, Pr<Uf. In

ftril ill. 77; Ad DamaB. pr<Uf. In
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number of non-antioohian readings, w~ich had not been
eliminated from their ancestors, were perpetuated in these
mainly Antiochian descendants. Whether the uncials ac A C
betray influence from the Antiochian recension, or only show
accidental agreement with it, is at present impossible to say.
Of the later history of this text and its ramifications and
local forms nothing is at present known, although the materials are abundant. 81
2. Uae of the autlwritiu.
Since most of the important variants were thus in existence
as early as the fourth century,aa it is evident that the value
of the documents is not mainly to be determined by their
date, or even by the date of the recension which they may
represent. Ancient documents must be treated like modern
editions; their worth depends on the materials available for
them and on the soundness of the principles or tastes which
guided their formation. The main task of textual critieism
is to discover the character of these principles or tastes.
In the text of James genealogical relationship between
Mss. (or even between types of text), which would serve as
an external guide to the value of the evidence, is wholly
lacking. In the investigation of the internal evidence but
limited help is to be had from "gronps "; the only groups
that can at present be treated as distinct critical entities are
Bff, A 88, K L Pal. (the" Antiochian recension").
The practical outcome of the investigation is as follows.
As in the rest of the New Testament, the Antiochian text
of K L P al. proves on examination. to contain no distinctive
readings which commend themselves as probably original.
This is due not to its lateness, but to the systematic preference of its editor (or of a series of editors and copyists)
for textual improvements which had been made at various
• B. Ton Soden, DU SchrlftM du Ntueta Tueamem., L 19!'2-7, has undertaken to traoe this for the g08pela.
• The l!olated variants of the mlnuscmlee (variants many of which, even
when known, are very properly left linmentioned In Tlachendorf's apparatus)
do not In most cases oome seriously Into question.
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times in the interest of "lucidity and completeness." 86 We
are therefore tolerably safe in refusing to accept its testimony
in the comparatively few cases where its distinctive readings
might in themselves have some degree of plausibility. The
peculiar common element of A 88 is also due to emendation.
On the other hand, the text of B 11, while not absolutely
free from obviously emended readings, proves to be much
freer from them than is that of any other document. Moreover the text of B shows less trace of emendation than that of
11. Accordingly, if due precaution is taken against admitting
unsupported errors due to the eccentricity of B, it is a sound
rule, and indeed the only possible one, that in cases where
"internal evidence of readings " is not decisive the reading
of B should be followed. Since, however, ·B is by no means
free from error and even emendation, positive evidence from
"transcriptional" or other internal probability will outweigh
the authority of B.
The use of the witneaee other than B Is thus twofold. First, when they
disagree with B, their readings may posltively commend themselves by their
internal character as superior. Secondly, when they agree with B, they serve
u guarantee that the reading of B Is not due to the idiosyncrasy of that Ms.,
and &110, by affording evidence of the wider currency of the reading, they
eomewhat lltrengthen confidence in it.
The statement of Hort (lmroductlon, p. 171), which seems to mean that
the authorities for the Catholic epistles stand In order of excellence B M 88
CAP, Is substantiated (at any rate for the uncials) in the Epistle of James.

The rule above stated cannot be presumed to yield a
perfect text. The result will probably include some undetectable errors. 85 It will, however, certainly contain fewer

-

"Hort, lllCrodueUon, pp. 184 f., "Entirely blamele11 on either literary or
religious grounds as regards vulgarized or unworthy diction, yet showing no
marks of either critical or spiritual insight, it [the Antiochian recension]
presents the New Testament in a form smooth and attractive, but appreciably impoverished In aenae and force, more fitted for cursory perusal or recitation than for repeated and diligent study."
N Cf. Burkitt, 'The Rules of Tyconlua' (Texts and Stvdiu, Ill), 18iK,
p. cxviii : " The general character of the ' Neutral' text, 10 often represented
by B alone, atanda on a sure basis, but B may here and there desert that ten
by an interpolation or by a substitution which may not neceuarily be selfbetraying.
"These, however, are but secondary couaideratloua compared with the
general result, that In the Old Testament u in the New the text of our
oldest Mal. as a whole Is proved ·by the evldenoe of the vel'llioua to be fm.
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emended readings than wonld be introduced by following the
guidance of any other document or group of documents ; and
this is the chief requisite of a sound text, since in texts of
the New Testament false readings, if supported by more than
one document, are much more frequently due to emendation
than to accident.

IV. CBITICA..L EDITIONS
As the Textns Receptus of James is founded on Codex 2,
so the critical text of the nineteenth-century editors (Tregelles, 1865 ; Tischendorf, eighth edition, 1872 ; Westcott
and Hort, 1881; B. Weiss, 1892, 1 1902) is founded, in varying proportions, on Codices B and at. Of readings found
neither in B nor in at, only 6 (apart from mere divergences
of spelling) seem to have been included in one or more of
these editions:
ltT ~~.r~tcUI.tiJAA Tr T WB Ws
2 u '" o s- ctr.,.,, Ws
4 • 'IIW'IIII'IJ0''7'f'f Tr T WB
41t.N Wal
4 11 11'0111 'YIIP Tr T
6 18 ,a.,,"'" 1/f'f'O, Tr T

Tregelles departs from B (omitting spelling) 88 times.
Tischendorf, eighth edition, departs from B 88 times, in
80 of which he agrees with Tregelles, by whom in general
he appears to have been influenced. When Tregelles and
Tischendorf depart from B, they adopt the reading of at,
except in the 4 cases given above. as
Westcott and Hort depart from. B in only 12 readings
(besides 8 cases of mere spelling), and in all except 2 of
these they follow at. In 10 out of the 12 cases B stands
alone among Greek Mas.
Weiss departs from B 19 times and adopts the reading
of ac in all but 8 of these.
menaely superior to the later eclectic texts oommonly U88d In the Greekspeaking churcheg from the middle of the fourth century. 'l'he8e later
revilioDB sometimes preae"e ftluable fragments of older texts which would
othenriae have been lost altogether, but It is for such fragments alone that '
Uleae recenaions are valuable, and not for their oontlnuoDB text."
• B and at dUier In about 88 lnstanoee, of which at leut 12 are mere

IPeJ.lini.
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